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The Legal 500 - 2015 Edition
In its 2015 Edition, the Legal 500 lawyers guide is again ranking our firm in the top leading firms. The position of KLEYR
GRASSO has even improved, because we are now 1st Tier in 3 practice areas and a 2nd Tier law firm in 3 other practice
areas.

Dispute Resolution
“ Within Dispute resolution, Kleyr Grasso is a first tier firm,

Dispute resolution is a key area for Kleyr Grasso, which represents clients in litigation and arbitration with recent
cases including defending LuxAlpha in Madoff-related case. The ‘responsive, detailed and efficient’ team includes the
‘highly professional’ Marc Kleyr, François Collot and Donata Grasso.”

Real Estate
“ Within Real estate, Kleyr Grasso is a first tier firm,

The ‘knowledgeable and reliable’ team at Kleyr Grasso covers all elements of real estate law. Recent highlights include
advising Corestate Capital on a portfolio sale and the implementation of an investment structure. The ‘friendly and
responsive’ Patrick Chantrain is the key figure alongside François Collot and Yasmine Poos.”

Employment
“ Within Employment, Kleyr Grasso is a first tier firm,

Kleyr Grasso’s standalone practice of nine lawyers is led by ‘the definitive labour lawyer’ Christian Jungers. Key
instructions included assisting CFL Multimodal with several termination cases as well as the establishment of a
logistics hub. The firm also advises Microsoft and Skype on a regular basis.”

Banking & Finance
“ Within Banking, finance and capital markets, Kleyr Grasso is a second tier firm,

Kleyr Grasso’s team is ‘responsive, efficient and commercial’. It provides comprehensive advice to local and international
clients on transactional work, litigation, restructurings and insolvency matters. Clients recommend Patrick Chantrain
as well as counsel Sophie Arvieux, who is ‘very hardworking with great attention to detail’.”
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Corporate and M&A
“ Within Corporate and M&A, Kleyr Grasso is a second tier firm,

The team at Kleyr Grasso, which has ‘profound knowledge’, includes managing partner Marc Kleyr, Rina Breininger and
Patrick Chantrain. Recent work includes advising Party Rent Group on the establishment of a real estate acquisition
structure as well as advising Builders Insurance Holdings on incorporating a company.”

Insurance
“ Within Insurance, Kleyr Grasso is a second tier firm,

Kleyr Grasso’s ‘responsive, creative and helpful’ team advises its insurance clients on regulatory matters and
contentious elements but has a particular focus on corporate issues. Rosario Grasso and Rina Breininger are the
practice co-heads.”

Investment Funds
“ Within Investment funds, Kleyr Grasso is a third tier firm,

Kleyr Grasso’s team, which is co-headed by Rina Breininger and Patrick Chantrain, has ‘a high level of expertise’ and
‘a can-do attitude’. It advises clients from the private equity and hedge fund sectors on regulated and unregulated
funds.”
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